accelQ brings industry thought leader Shoshi
Gutreich as its strategic advisor
accelQ adds industry thought leader Shoshi Gutreich as its
strategic advisor to expand their R&D and product
innovation operations
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, USA, April 25, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- San Francisco, USA, (April 12,
2018): accelQ, a leading provider of cloud-based
Continuous Testing platform for functional & API
automation, has announced the appointment of Shoshi
Gutreich as its Strategic Advisor.
Shoshi a veteran R&D and thought-leader with over 20
years of experience in the software industry, Shoshi has
experienced the test automation revolution first hand
leading from the front as the Chief Functional Architect at
Mercury (later HP). She was instrumental in developing,
the first generation market leading tools in Application
Quality management and automation such as WinRunner,
UFT, QTP, HP ALM, Quality center, etc. Under her
Mahendra Alladi
technical guidance, these tools acquired a major market
share, with annual revenues up to $500 million, serving
over 7000 customers and thousands of users across the globe.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Mahendra Alladi, Founder & CEO, accelQ, said, “We are very excited
to onboard Shoshi and welcome her part of the leadership team. She brings an exceptional
perspective in this space. Being a leader in Application
Quality Assurance, she has seen the evolution of test
automation first hand and how sustainability and reliability
Ms. Shoshi commented, “I am
have become major challenges. As we try to redefine
happy to be associated with
conventional thought process in test automation, Shoshi’s
the all-star team at accelQ. I
insights are a great compliment and will help accelQ be the
look forward to being part of
leader in this domain.”
this innovative AI driven nextgen platform.””
Ms. Shoshi commented, “I am happy to be associated with
Shoshi Gutreich
the all-star team at accelQ. I look forward to being part of this
innovative AI driven next-gen platform. accelQ has already
made quite an impact with its growing customer base and I’m excited about this partnership”
About accelQ
accelQ is the only cloud-based continuous testing platform today that seamlessly automates API and
web testing without writing a single line of code. It is used by IT teams of all sizes to accelerate their

testing by automating critical aspects of lifecycle like test design, planning, test generation and
execution. It drives automation with smart-view recording coupled with powerful natural language
automation to handle the most complex testing and automation requirements. accelQ helps its
customers to save over 70% of the cost involved in the change & maintenance efforts in testing,
addressing one of the major pain points in the industry. accelQ makes this possible with an AIpowered core to bring self-healing automation amongst other unique capabilities.
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